Common Vibration Test Snafus
and How to Fix Them

• We have approximately 400 people on the webinar today. I fear that we won’t
be able to tackle all of your questions. Please feel free to type your questions
in the chat area. We will try to cover as many as we can today. If we don’t
get to all of them, we will email out answers to all questions by next week.
• We are recording this webinar and will distribute it via email within the next
week should you have an interest.
• Our marketing department will be conducting a short poll following the
survey to ask about your top vibration testing challenges and snafus. Please
take a moment to take the poll. We will distribute results to everyone who
participates.

Top 5 Snafus and Solutions
•
•
•
•
•

#5 – Noise Floor Issues
#4 –
#3 –
#2 –
#1 –

#5 – Noise Floor Issues
• Problem
• Noise Floor too high for test specifications
• Ground loop issues

#5 – Noise Floor Issues
• Solution
•

Reduce noise floor if possible
• Low current
• High quality components

•
•
•
•

Choose a different shaker system for this particular test
Eliminate Ground loops
Look at where and how grounds are connected.
Webinar 201408: Ground Loop Issues.

#5 – Noise Floor Issues
• Search Vibration Research University
•
•
•

Resources – Experiments and Papers.
Search for “ground” and “noise”.
Much material here.

Top 5 Snafus and Solutions
•
•
•
•
•

#5 – Noise Floor Issues
#4 – Accelerometer Sensitivity Issues
#3 –
#2 –
#1 –

#4 – Accelerometer Sensitivity Issues
• Problem
• Accelerometer sensitivities incorrectly entered
• Accelerometer not powered or properly conditioned
• Wrong accelerometer used for the test
• Too high mv/g sensitivity for high G levels. 100mv/g good for 50 g

#4 – Accelerometer Sensitivity Issues
• Solution
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use TEDS
Double Check input information
Choose a different sensitivity accelerometer (10 mv/g)
Look for “green ring” if constant current accelerometer
Search VRU for “displacement wedge”
e-mail VR for free
displacement wedge
stickers.

#4 – Accelerometer Sensitivity Issues
• Solution
• Run system check
• Inverted trace? You can check the “invert” on
sensitivity setup page

Top 5 Snafus and Solutions
•
•
•
•
•

#5 – Noise Floor Issues
#4 – Accelerometer Sensitivity Issues
#3 – Cabling Issues
#2 –
#1 –

#3 – Cabling Issues
• Problem
• Cable not properly attached to accelerometer
• Look for “spiking” in the time domain (o-scope)
display
• Caused by bad connections with a constant current
sensor
• Noise from cable whip

#3 – Cabling Issues
• Solution
• Tape down cables
• Attach cables tightly to accelerometer

Top 5 Snafus and Solutions
•
•
•
•
•

#5 – Noise Floor Issues
#4 – Accelerometer Sensitivity Issues
#3 – Cabling Issues
#2 – Accelerometer Mounting Issues
#1 –

#2 – Accelerometer Mounting Issues
• Problem
• Mounted in wrong axis for vibration test
• Not firmly mounted with glue or stud

#2 – Accelerometer Mounting Issues
• Solution
• Mount in correct axis
• Use glue (with mounting base) or stud

Top 5 Snafus and Solutions
•
•
•
•
•

#5 – Noise Floor Issues
#4 – Accelerometer Sensitivity Issues
#3 – Cabling Issues
#2 – Accelerometer Mounting Issues
#1 – Amplifier Issues

#1 – Amplifier Issues
• Problem
• Gain cranked up!
• Gain dialed down or amplifier off!
• Amplifier Trips

#1 – Amplifier Issues
• Solution
• Turn Down the Gain!!
• During test setup
• Turn on Amplifier and Turn Up the Gain!
• When ready to run the test
• Choose powerful enough shaker system for test

True!
Stories from the Trenches
A favorite saying of mine:
• A test should be implemented like a
street lamp: to provide illumination.
• Not like a drunkard uses a street lamp:
to provide support.

Stories from the Trenches
Before you run the test, ask yourself:
“why am I running this test”?
1. The project is way behind schedule. It
is on my checklist. I need to pass this
test.
2. I need to certify product survival and
prove it exceeds expectations.

Stories from the Trenches
• Controller, looped on self, “T”
• I just need to run the test, and produce
the report

• Controller, looped on self, “T”

I actually visited a test lab using this technique.
Management said run the test, get a report for our files.
Here is how he did it:
1. Run test with input to ch1 from the drive output.
2. Set amp gain so you get desired matching g rms on channel 2
3. Print your test results.
Sounds TERRIBLE but gives amazingly good test results…. On ANY fixture!

Stories from the Trenches
• Sine sweep test to 500 Hz
•
•

I actually helped
troubleshoot why the test
used to run, and then quit
working

Turn off the tracking
filters, it might
actually work!!
Just kidding, you
should always use
tracking filters when
running a sine test.

Stories from the Trenches
• Random step change preserving smooth spectrum.
• If this happens, you know for sure the data is being
“recycled”.
• Resonances may be stimulated while you are
unaware.
• You need iDOF.

Stories from the Trenches
• Is this why SpaceX failed in 2015?
• Maybe not, but it is possible!
• A strut designed for 10 times the needed
strength failed during the launch
• Could have been over stressed during
the final vib test. And nobody would
know!

http://www.spacex.com/news/
2015/07/20/crs-7investigation-update

Stories from the Trenches
• Accidental 10mV/g setting instead of
100 mV/g setting.
• Led to a question on our file storage
structure. Wanted to know where the
accel sensitivity was stored.
• Customer wanted to “auto-generate” a
report from a modified data file.
• We said no, we do not give out this
proprietary information.

Stories from the Trenches
•

Don’t “fake” the test

Stories from the Trenches
• “Cleverly” fool the test
equipment
• Volkswagen diesel
emissions test
• If the steering wheel
does not move, put the
engine in minimum
emissions mode.

Stories from the Trenches
• Samsung Note 7 battery disaster
• Lack of testing?

Questions from last week’s presentation:
Question #1:
o Would a 10mV/g accel be appropriate for G values in a 0-10G, or would a 100 mV be more appropriate?
Question #2:
o If noise floor is present, would a 100 mV/g accel be more immune to noise floor than a 10 mV/g accel?
Question #3:
o When you heard “test this UUT to X G” would you assume that value is “peak”, or “peak to peak”?
Question #4:
o We always turn up the gain to 100% on our amps. Are we taking life out of our amps?
Question #5:
o We always turn up the gain to 100% on our amps. Are we taking life out of our amps?

Question #6:
o Could u please explain once a again about clip off function in case of higher acceleration?
Question #7:
o Can you comment on function for the tracking filter?
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VR helps you make testing easy, honest, and repeatable
with a proven track record of reliability and support

Thank – you!

• Questions?
• Comments?

